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Digital markets and e-commerce have become a driving force of the global economy.

Increase in technology spending to COVID-19

4.5 bn
Internet users globally in 2021, which equates to 57% of the population ~2 bn in APEC

$3.4 tn
Projected spend for digital services and e-commerce services globally in 2021

- Most technologies digital product markets have started to develop in the early 2010s (For example, speech recognition got a massive boost after new deep learning algorithms began to be implemented in existing solutions. Hadoop technology for Big Data appeared in 2006 but got wide recognition in the early 2010s.
- But over the last couple of years, many existing technologies (AI, Big Data, IoT etc) have started to become available for mass users.

Source: Euromonitor, HSE estimates
Higher penetration is expected to continue

- Internet accessibility is a key prerequisite for the development of digital products markets
- There is large variability in Internet and smartphone penetration in APEC member economies
- In large economies there is large potential to increase consumer base
- Access to broadband internet is crucial for establishing digital services
- With rising smartphone usage, customers also consume their favorite digital media on the go
COVID-19 accelerated trends that have started to form earlier

Long & short term impact of COVID-19 on selected digital markets

Indicative COVID-19 induced transformation of sample industries

• Specific impact of COVID-19 is much less mobility & transport opportunities and much more media usage and remote digital services.
• Most technology giants prospered during the pandemic which is reflected in share price performance.
• Other industries have experienced losses in the crisis, especially in mobility, accommodation, and travel. Some industries faced economic disaster but became more resilient by transforming to digital. For example, online food delivery experienced a sudden rush in popularity. Health & fitness apps have become increasingly popular and offer a wide range of application areas. eLearning and online learning platforms experienced high growth.
• Digital media and ecommerce are expected to get the most positive benefit due to the pandemic.

Source: Euromonitor, Statista, HSE estimates
COVID-19 has influenced technology priorities in most industries...

- COVID-19 change technology priorities for a lot of markets, including digital products
- Cybersecurity, cloud solutions are set to benefit the most due to increased spending
- 5G development should help to increase connectivity and create a myriad of new products and solutions (especially in IoT).

Source: Euromonitor, Statista, HSE estimates
There is direct response in terms of technology to the COVID-19

Some startups working on COVID-19 responses

Reported use of robots as COVID-19 response

• Areas of direct response to COVID-19: major discovery, diagnostics & prevention, and treatment
• Mostly digital companies, mostly in data analytics, health, and new work, have developed specific solutions in response to COVID-19
• Contact tracing apps, too, have proven to be of utmost importance to during the pandemic.
• COVID-19 has prompted more robot usage around the world to fight the pandemic
• 3D printing has proven to be a particularly relevant technology for reacting quickly to new demands
Changes in consumer behavior support technology development

Global eCommerce revenue forecast

- Consumer online interests shifted during COVID-19 and pushed web traffic to online shopping and media
- Content consumption moved towards news, streaming, TV, messaging, and social media
- Video streaming spiked as soon as COVID-19 hit
- Video games significantly increased their sales and number of players since the outbreak of COVID-19
- Online learning landscape professionalized into segments with key players establishing themselves

Source: Euromonitor, Statista analysis, HSE estimates
Remote working is expected to stay widely spread, even after COVID-19

Share of remote workers by industry in the US, 2020

- IT industry went almost entirely into remote working; other industries had lower shares
- Benefits and struggles of working from home became quickly apparent
- The collaboration software ecosystem has particularly thrived and comprises a multitude of segments
- Corporate remote working policies have changed with a majority allowing a full or hybrid remote model
- Increased popularity of remote working supports further investment in cybersecurity, videoconferencing and cloud technologies
- Longer term impact will be for the automation technologies, AR/VR technologies

Source: Euromonitor, Statista analysis, HSE estimates